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Lin Mo never thought that he would one day be educated by Ma Bangde. 

And the main thing was that this b*****d’s words made a lot of sense. 

Indeed, when a person is in a desperate situation, as long as there is a glimmer of hope for life again. 

Even if that hope is slim, one will still try one’s best. 

However, it was extremely unreasonable for Mabundu to say that. 

In the past, this b*****d did not have such a brain. 

Could it be that this reckless man had stopped reading the sword manual and started studying spring 

and autumn? 

Lin Mo thought, his gaze tinged with amazement as he asked. 

“Old Ma, have you been secretly reading behind my back these past few days?” 

“Huh?” These words directly gave Ma Bangde a baffled question. 

“It’s nothing, you go on!” 

Ma Bangde scratched his head before stating his intentions. 

“Mr. Lin, you are highly skilled in medicine.” 

“Can I ask you to go over and strike once!” 

“This man is in the Lawrence clan, his status is not low, if we can save him.” 

“We might be able to wait for a lot of favourable information!” 

This argument was not a problem. 

One more piece of information would increase the chances of victory for his side by one more point. 

Or even to take the victory with minimal cost. 

Lin Mo deliberately asked in order to test Ma Bangde a little. 

“How can you be sure that this man will return to loose his tongue.” 

“In case he’s a hard-headed person and just won’t say anything, then we haven’t saved him for 

nothing.” 

Ma Bond grinned, looking confident as ever. 

“Since he wants to lie down and escape to our three districts, that means he doesn’t want to die.” 



“A man who doesn’t want to die, do you think I would have no way to make him talk, Mr Lin?” 

Speaking here, he suddenly turned his words around. 

“And, take a step back.” 

“Even if he doesn’t open his mouth to death, it’s not like we have anything to lose.” 

“In that case, why not!” 

Hearing such a reply, Lin Mo couldn’t help but frown. 

“Have you noticed any abnormality in your brain in the past few days?” 

Ma Bangde initially thought that Lin Mo was joking. 

Only to see Lin Mo’s serious face, he could only seriously recall. 

“Nothing abnormal, ah, but after I had guarded my wife’s grave for three days and three nights.” 

“Surprisingly, I didn’t catch drowsiness, and my brain is still in a special situation!” 

Hearing this, Lin Mo had basically been completely sure that this fellow had opened his wits. 

And if there was no mistake, it should be that the regret in Ma Bangde’s heart for his wife had been 

made up. 

Plus after releasing his regrets, he let go of his hatred. 

With an open mind, he opened his wisdom for a second time! 

“How did you have such a strong fortune?” 

Lin Mo, with a face full of incomprehension, stared intently at Ma Bangde. 

Enlightenment and epiphany were not too far apart. 

The former was to make one more agile in talent and more enlightened. 

The latter is generally a direct boost to one’s strength. 

It was just that whether it was enlightenment or epiphany, both were opportunities that could not be 

found. 

I didn’t expect this one, who had just had an epiphany not long ago. 

Now there was being enlightened. 

This kind of chance made even Lin Mo’s heart envious. 

“Have you been worshipping Buddha secretly during this period of time?” 

“No!” 

Ma Bangde scratched his head with a dumbfounded expression. 



“Strange!” Lin Mo muttered to himself. 

If this fortune is good, right! 

He had lost his wife in his youth and his son in his middle age. 

If you say his fate is bad! 

First he had an epiphany, and then he had a second enlightenment. 

This is the kind of thing that a normal person would never encounter once in his life. 

But it happened to him within a few days. 

Could it be that his wife and son had sacrificed their magic to the heavens? 

After having this thought, Lin Mo immediately shook his head off and dispelled this absurd thought. 

If Ma Bangde knew what he was thinking right now, he would be looking for himself to fight for his life. 

“Let’s go, let’s go, let’s go and see that general.” 

After thinking deeply to no avail, Lin Mo no longer dwelled on it. 

He got up and rushed to the front line together with Ma Bangde. 
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“Mr. Lin, this is the man!” 

Ma Bond pointed through the window at the half-dead patient in the ward. 

“Do you think this man is still salvageable?” 

Lin Mo smiled disdainfully, “Looking down on me, are you?” 

“As long as there is still a breath left, I can bring him back!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, Lin Mo directly pushed open the door of the resuscitation room. 

Inside, the doctor who was doing the closing hand frowned upon seeing Lin Mo. 

“Where did the rash young man come from, you can come in here too.” 

“Hurry up and get out!” 

Before the voice of reprimand could hit the ground, Ma Bangde barged straight in. 

“Who the hell are you talking to?” 

“Old immortal, get out of the way, don’t delay Mr. Lin’s rescue!” 

With his appearance. 

The doctors in the resuscitation room were instantly like little chicken boys. 



They were huddled in a corner, shivering. 

This Ma Bangde was not a good fighter. 

Seeing this, Lin Mo turned around and lined up a slap on the back of Ma Bangde’s head. 

“Be polite to the doctor!” 

“People are saving lives!” 

After lecturing Ma Bangde, Lin Mo turned around and noisily apologised to the few doctors. 

“Sorry, the people under me don’t know any better!” 

“Thought Hai Han, I’ll take care of this man, you guys take a break and rest first.” 

A few doctors, having taken a look at the dying patient on top of the hospital bed, were about to say no. 

Only to be glared at by Ma Bangde, several of them instantly collected their words. 

They fled the room in a panic. 

On the contrary, Ma Bangde was laughing in triumph. 

“Mr. Lin, let me tell you, dealing with people like this, you don’t really need to give them a good face at 

all.” 

“The more you are polite to them, they will then stomp on their noses.” 

That’s not without merit. 

It’s just that people don’t mess with you and they don’t do anything wrong. 

But when they’re being treated like this by Ma Bangde, they make themselves look like the bad guys. 

“All right, all right, you can shut up!” 

“Later, after I strike, you listen to my command!” 

Lin Mo said with disgust. 

“Okay!” 

For this kind of painless dislike from Lin Mo, Ma Bangde had long been immune to it. 

After Lin Mo withdrew his gaze, he turned to start examining this Qiao Mu’s injuries. 

“Both legs have been ruined!” 

“The internal organs have suffered heavy blows, and they were caused by a single blow, from a half-step 

sect master.” 

“The hands, the chest, were subjected to a long period of friction and mud, which should have been 

caused by crawling over long distances.” 

Ma Bangde listened with interest to Lin Mo’s analysis. 



At the same time, he also followed along and observed. 

Unfortunately, he did not know anything about medicine. 

After looking at it for a while, he could not see anything. 

Lin Mo didn’t bother to pay any attention to him. 

With a casual wave of his hand, dense silver needles flew out from the needle sac on his chest. 

They gathered in mid-air and formed a lotus flower shape. 

When Ma Bangde looked at such a miraculous technique, his eyes could not help but shine. 

“Mr. Lin, what kind of technique is this?” 

“Just an ordinary technique of hanging needles.” Lin Mo said carelessly. 

“Then why does it look so miraculous?” Ma Bangde asked, undeterred. 

Lin Mo replied indifferently, “Because it looks more realistic!” 

Ma Bond: “……” 

It’s sloppy! 

I shouldn’t have asked too many questions! 

Lin Mo finished his preparations and gave the order. 

“I’ll seal the artery on his thigh now.” 

“Later on, you’ll directly chop off both of his legs, all those battered parts!” 

Ma Bond got serious at this point. 

Tightly gripping the hilt of his knife, he was ready to strike. 

With a drop of Lin Mo’s finger several silver needles directly penetrated into the root of Qiao Mu’s 

thighs. 

“It’s done!” 

Ma Bangde heard the instruction and directly raised his hand and dropped his knife. 

The expected image of blood splattering everywhere did not happen. 

Although blood could be seen at the site of the wound, it was extremely small. 
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After the amputation was completed. 

Lin Mo Lin Mo completely sealed the blood vessels in his leg. 



He then asked Ma Bangde to apply the good trauma medicine, Yun Chuang Oin, on top of all of Qiao 

Mu’s wounds. 

“Call it a day!” 

“Didn’t you say there were still internal wounds?” Ma Bond asked curiously. 

“What do you know about hammers, internal injuries that can be cured overnight, this needs to be 

slowly recuperated.” 

Lin Mo replied in a serious manner. 

The actual reason was simply because he was too lazy to bother. 

It wasn’t like he was one of his own, so what was the point of wasting that time and that elixir. 

Ma Bangde also seemed to have noticed this, and was about to ask a follow-up question, but was 

preempted by Lin Mo. 

“Ask again and break all five of your limbs!” 

Er …… 

An outsider is just an outsider, there’s no need. 

After half a second of agonizing, Ma Bangde immediately gave up on Qiao Mu. 

Turning to ask. 

“When is this one going to wake up?” 

He was still planning to pry some information out of the man’s mouth. 

“If you want him to wake up, it’s not that simple!” 

Lin Mo finished speaking and directly snapped his fingers. 

Several silver needles were in the air and directly pierced into Qiao Mu’s spine. 

In the next second, one could only see the man spitting out a mouthful of blood violently and opening 

his eyes in a ghostly manner. 

The face that was still pale was instantly rosy. 

The entire person was gloriously flushed, as if he was struck with chicken blood. 

“Crap, bully, Mr. Lin!” 

This hand directly stunned Ma Bangde. 

Lin Mo smiled faintly and waved his hand. 

“Low profile, it’s just a basic operation, no need to be surprised!” 

It was just a matter of letting this Qiao Mu overdraw his vital functions and forcing him to wake up. 



There was indeed nothing to be surprised about. 

As Lin Mo thought this, his mouth had already begun to urge. 

“If you have anything to ask, just hurry up and ask it!” 

After such an operation, Qiao Mu didn’t have many days left to live. 

If he didn’t ask, there would be no chance! 

Ma Bangde smiled and seemed to have realised that something was wrong. 

It was just that he hadn’t expected this Qiao Mu to revive so quickly. 

So much so that he didn’t have any time to prepare at all. 

In his haste, he immediately instructed his men to call Wang Changxing over. 

In a short while, Wang Changxing arrived at the news. 

Behind him were several other power lords who were at the front line. 

Once everyone had arrived, Ma Bangde did not hesitate and immediately began to come to ask about 

the formalities. 

“Next, you answer whatever I ask.” 

“Don’t give me a brush with tricks, we can let you live or we can let you die immediately.” 

“Understand?” 

After seeing Joki nod with a frightened look on his face, Mabundle smiled in satisfaction. 

“What’s your name?” 

“Qiao Mu.” 

“What status!” 

“Gun Combat Unit, Commander-in-Chief!” 

…… 

With one question and one answer, from identity to the layout of Lawrence’s army, and battle plans and 

so on. 

More and more information of intelligence was presented in front of the crowd. 

At this time, Wang Changxing’s face was also gradually showing excitement. 

I didn’t expect that such a dying man would have such a high value of information. 

What an unexpected pleasure! 

After receiving this information, Wang Changxing called for his own scouts. 



“Confirm these areas, go and return quickly!” 

The place he sent was where one of Lawrence’s gun units was stationed. 

It was a handy place to hold the main force, and it was extremely concealed. 

It could be used to launch surprise attacks and to respond to the main force. 

The only thing is that the position has already been exposed by this Joe Wood. 

They could have quietly gone over and killed them all. 

As for other information, Wang Changxing sent his spies to confirm it one by one. 

After the interrogation was over. 

Several people had just walked out of the hospital. 

One of the swordsmen travelling with them coughed suddenly. 

“I say, Ah Qiang, this body of yours is not working either!” 

Ma Bangde joked. 

“You can catch a cold in this weather.” 

Ah Qiang laughed awkwardly and waved his hand as he held his reddened face. 
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“Cough cough cough!” 

After the group parted ways, Ah Qiang coughed violently once again. 

The companion beside him looked at his lungs coughing up and couldn’t help but advise. 

“I say, if you can’t, stay in the hospital, it could be the flu, get a doctor first!” 

“Over at the front, there are a few of us brothers, it’s totally enough!” 

When Ah Qiang heard this a look of defiance appeared on his face. 

“Bah, my old man’s body is strong.” 

“Isn’t it just a little cold? It’s nothing!” 

After saying that, he held his breath forcibly and forcibly suppressed the urge to cough. 

When his companion saw his anger, he stopped talking. 

“You can watch out!” 

“When the time comes, don’t infect the brothers too!” 

“Got it, so much nonsense!” Ah Qiang waved his hand impatiently and shooed his companion away. 



Not a moment later, that strong coughing sensation came back again. 

…… 

On the other side. 

After the scout brought back the information. 

Wang Changxing looked overjoyed. 

After the information after the spying, the information leaked out by Qiao Mu matched perfectly. 

It also confirmed the fact that the gun units were detached from the main force. 

“Good, they Lawrence sent over such a hitching gift.” 

“Wouldn’t it be disgraceful if we didn’t accept it.” 

After a loud laugh, he rose straight to his feet. 

“Send an order to Black Rose to wipe out their gun unit regiment in the early hours of tonight.” 

After receiving the news, Black Rose rushed to the front line at the first opportunity. 

The members of the Black Garden stationed here were already fully loaded and ready to go. 

With the last replenishment of the enemy’s gun armoury. 

Today’s Black Garden equipment had clearly been upgraded by a notch. 

“The mission is already known to everyone!” 

“This time, we’ll show those rough old men in District 3 the strength of our Black Garden.” 

At these words, the 60,000 or so men in front of them shook their arms and shouted. 

“Great victory!” 

“Great victory!” 

The majestic aura, coupled with that valiant heroic posture, was not at all inferior to the males of other 

forces. 

“Good!” 

After Black Rose bellowed, she turned her head to look at her deputy. 

“A Li, this time, I will personally lead the team!” 

“As for the rest of the sisters, I’ll leave it to your charge.” 

Compared to Black Rose’s confident look. 

Ah Li, however, had a worried face. 

“Sister Rose, is this operation really reliable?” 



The destination of Black Garden’s operation this time was already into the territory where they came 

and went. 

Once an accident occurred, it would be too late for them to evacuate. 

“Wang Changxing has already sent his spies to personally confirm it.” 

Black Rose smiled broadly and patted Ah Li’s shoulder. 

How could she let go of such a good opportunity. 

As long as this operation was successful and completely wiped out the enemy’s gun units. 

Their three districts would then be considered a victory. 

When the time came, she would definitely want Lin Mo to see her victorious return posture. 

Even so, Ah Li was still a little uneasy. 

“Sister Rose, why don’t I lead the team this time!” 

“Aiya, ah you, just relax a million times!” 

Black Rose relieved with bravado. 

“It’s just a sneak attack battle, even if there are any accidents, we can still evacuate at the first 

opportunity.” 

Seeing that she was determined to go, Ah Li gave up on persuasion as well. 

Black Rose did not hesitate either. 

Directly leading the 50,000 Garden Towel Women, she took advantage of the night and groped her way 

around towards her destination. 

In situ. 

Ah Li looked at that one distant troop, her eyes filled with worry. 

From the moment she got the news, a sense of foreboding always lingered in her heart for some reason. 

Only, for fear of bad luck, she did not mention this to Black Rose. 

“Sister Rose, you can be sure to come back safely!” 

Ah Li silently thought in her heart. 

At the same time, there was a faint coughing sound from around …… 
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“Cough cough! Cough ……” 

Hearing the continuous coughing and shivering sounds around him. 



Mabundle couldn’t help but frown. 

“What’s going on with you guys?” 

“Godfather, I’m not sure!” 

Beside him, several of the close guard swordsmen covered their mouths and tried their best to explain. 

“Just this sudden and inexplicable urge to cough and shiver, and it feels like this lung is on fire!” 

Ma Bond frowned and asked, “When did this symptom start?” 

“It seems to have been like this since I came out of the hospital this afternoon.” 

“I suspect it was infected in the hospital, and I blame that son of a b*tch Keung.” 

“I’ve told him to see a doctor earlier if he has a cold, and now he’s infected us all, cough cough ……” 

Hearing these words, Ma Bangde’s heart tightened. 

The strength of his own men, he knows best but. 

Especially his own what these few. 

The actual people of the church are one of the best. 

Naturally, their physiques were hardened. 

Although not invulnerable to poison, at least they would not be infected by a small cold. 

When he thought of this, a sense of foreboding came over Ma Bangde. 

“Inform down that everyone stays in their respective tents and does not move about.” 

The swordsmen turned around and were about to leave. 

But before they could walk out the door, Mabundle called out to them again. 

“Never mind, you stay here and don’t move anywhere until I return.” 

With that he simply got up and left. 

Only he felt just out of the guys. 

There was a continuous coughing sound from all around. 

At this moment, his brow furrowed even deeper and hostile aura ran around his body. 

The pace of his feet could not help but quicken a few points. 

When he arrived at the front line, where the Sword Sect was stationed, his face instantly became even 

more gloomy. 

Looking around, there were already many people, bent over and coughing violently. 

Before he could walk into Ah Qiang’s tent, there were shouts of alarm from inside. 



“Captain Ah Qiang, how come you can still spit blood!” 

“I, Ma Shan, will go and get a doctor to come.” 

Hearing the commotion, Ma Bangde’s heart went cold and he immediately braced himself. 

“Listen to the people in the tent, from now on all of you are forbidden to enter or leave.” 

As the words fell, anxious words came back from inside. 

“Godfather, Captain Ah Qiang he ……” 

“I know!” 

The horse gang’s stern voice returned. 

“You will only get other brothers killed if you come out now!” 

After saying that, he took a deep breath. 

“Brothers of the Knife Sect listen up, the situation is urgent right now.” 

“Everyone return to their tents immediately.” 

The situation at hand was dire, and he simply did not have time to explain too much. 

He could only order the brothers underground through this strong-arm tactic. 

As soon as his order came out. 

The swordsmen stationed here did not dare to stay. 

Immediately, they put down the work in their hands and returned to their tents at the first opportunity. 

In the blink of an eye, the tent was empty outside. 

“No matter what happens, it is forbidden to step out of the tent, or else you will be killed without 

pardon!” 

Ma Bangde left an iron-clad instruction afterwards. 

He flew up to Wang Changxing. 

“Old Wang, things may be troublesome!” 

After pushing the door in, Ma Bangde said with an anxious expression. 

Wang Changxing was still full of excitement as he sorted through the information he had extracted from 

Qiao Mu’s mouth. 

Seeing Ma Bangde in such a hurry, he subconsciously snickered. 

“What’s the matter, old Ma, so anxious to rush into reincarnation!” 

“D*mn it, I don’t have time to joke with right now.” 



Ma Bangde looked furious and stepped forward to grab Wang Changxing’s collar. 

Only just as he raised his hand, his face changed violently. 

He had just heard Wang Changxing start coughing as well. 

“Old Wang …… you …… have been infected too?” 

Wang Changxing, who was an afterthought, had not yet reacted. 

“Ahem ……” 

“What’s infected, it’s just a change of season, just a little cold …… cough cough” 
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“A little cold?” 

Marbond’s eyes filled with blood and began to growl madly. 

“You call that a little cold?” 

“Do you know how many people are infected out there right now, and you’re still f*cking talking to me 

about a little cold?” 

This comment came out. 

Wang Changxing also realised that the situation was not good. 

Getting up, he immediately opened the window. 

In order not to be affected by the outside world, his office was protected by special sound insulation. 

At this moment, the window was opened. 

The continuous coughing and shivering sounds from all around him instantly reached his ears. 

He even saw that not far away, a member of the Turbid Youth Gang was already but coughing up blood. 

At this moment. 

He only felt a spinning in the sky and his eyes turned black. 

His feet went weak and he sat down directly on the ground. 

It was obvious. 

An acute contagious disease had broken out across the front line. 

“Quickly, Old Ma, hurry up and invite Mr. Lin.” 

At this moment, he was already infected and it was impossible for him to go out. 

Ma Bangde gave a cold snort. 



Originally, he had thought of finding Wang Changxing to work out a solution together. 

Who would have thought that the b*****d himself was infected. 

Just as Ma Bangde was about to leave and report back to Lin Mo. 

Inside the room, the light wavered. 

“There’s no need, I’m already here!” 

Seeing the person who came. 

Ma Bangde couldn’t wait to greet him and said straight out. 

“Mr. Lin, the master is not well ……” 

At this moment, Lin Mo also had a gloomy face, not waiting for Ma Bangde to finish, he raised his hand 

and said. 

“I already know the matter!” 

When the coughing people appeared one after another. 

He had already sensed the anomaly. 

“I have also found the source of the spread!” 

“Who is it?” 

Ma Bangde and Wang Changxing had the opportunity to speak in unison. 

At this moment, the duo’s gaze was already filled with killing intent. 

No matter who this person was, he must be killed. 

Only, when Wang Changxing saw Lin Mo’s gaze looking towards his own. 

His heart gave a violent jerk. 

Up until then, the front line had been calm and quiet. 

Until his scouts, after picking up the general of that place. 

Then it all suddenly exploded. 

With this in mind, Wang Changxing faced panic and breathed heavily as he asked. 

“Mr. Lin, the source of the infection you’re talking about, it wouldn’t be that Qiao Mu, would it?” 

The mention of this person. 

Ma Bangde also instantly reacted. 

There simply couldn’t be any other reason other than this person. 



Without waiting to see Lin Mo’s answer, Ma Bangde’s eyes opened in anger and he directly opened his 

mouth to curse angrily. 

“My Cao Nima’s Wang Changxing!” 

“We’re all going to be killed by you.” 

If not for his concern that Wang Changxing was also an infected person, Ma Bangde would have already 

taken action. 

“Alright!” 

Lin Mo frowned and stopped. 

“What’s the point of pursuing responsibility now.” 

“Besides, people Old Wang didn’t know about it either.” 

This was something that he, including Lin Mo himself, hadn’t thought of. 

Only after Ma Bangde had calmed down did he continue to speak. 

“That Qiao Mu I’ve already made him talk.” 

“The matter of the infectious disease was indeed brought about by his intention.” 

“Only he doesn’t know, exactly what this disease is.” 

This was the most troublesome thing. 

The first time Lin Mo noticed the abnormality he found Qiao Mu. 

After prying his mouth open, he did get some information though. 

But this person seemed to have foreknowledge that he would be interrogated and did not know 

anything about this infectious disease. 

After listening to the information Lin Mo shared out. 

Ma Bangde asked nervously. 

“Mr. Lin, will this disease cause death?” 

This question was also what Wang Changxing wanted to ask. 

At this moment, both of them were staring at Lin Mo with panic, expecting an answer they wanted to 

hear. 

However, it was not to be. 

Lin Mo nodded with a stony face. 

“Unfortunately, not only is this disease extremely capable of spreading, but it is also an infectious 

disease with an extremely high death rate!” 



Hearing this, the two power lords instantly widened their eyes. 

Especially Wang Changxing, who was already a pale at this point. 
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“Old Wang, in your current state, you are no longer fit to go out.” 

Lin Mo instructed. 

“For the matters outside, Old Ma and I will be able to handle them.” 

“For the base of the Turbid Green Gang’s side, you will make your own arrangements.” 

“If it’s not necessary, try not to make contact with people from the outside world!” 

After saying that, Lin Mo didn’t wait for him to reply and led Ma Bangde to leave this place immediately. 

On the way, Ma Bangde asked worriedly. 

“Mr. Lin, do you have a cure for this kind of contagious disease?” 

If it were a different kind of flu, it would be fine. 

But this is a deadly disease. 

If it was not treated properly, not to mention their front line. 

Even the three districts in the rear, and indeed the whole of the island of death, would be in for a 

devastating natural disaster. 

Once it leaked out from Death Island, it could spread to the whole world. 

Lin Mo shook his head helplessly. 

“I don’t have any clue about the pathogen of this infectious disease either!” 

“It will take some time to develop a corresponding drug.” 

Hearing this reply, Ma Bangde’s heart instantly went half cold. 

There was no telling how many people would have to die in this development process. 

At the thought of this, Ma Bangde’s big teeth gnashed. 

“Aren’t they afraid that their own people, too, will die from this infectious disease?” 

This kind of thing was simply uncontrollable. 

Once Lawrence’s own people were sown to the ripples, it would be just as hard to escape death. 

“Since they dare to take it out, it means that they already have the corresponding method in hand.” 

After Lin Mo finished speaking, the Ma Gang’s eyes instantly lit up. 



“Then can’t we, think of a way from them Lawrence!” 

Lin Mo shook his head straight away. 

“Not yet!” 

“There’s no way their Lawrence family has the source of the disease in their hands.” 

“It must have been given to them by someone from outside the island.” 

It wasn’t that he hadn’t thought about the option of going directly to the Lawrence to ask for it. 

But what he feared most was that this item was from the Seven Deadly Sins. 

Without knowing the purpose of the other party. 

If he did not know what the other party was after, he would probably get himself trapped. 

Instead of that, it would be better to arrange the three districts in front of him first. 

“Old Ma, I’ll leave the frontline side to you.” 

“All forces, no matter who they are, forbid anyone from moving around.” 

“The residents at the back, leave it to me to make the arrangements!” 

Right now the front line was basically out of control. 

It was only the members of all the major powers that were relatively better controlled. 

If this contagion were to spread to, say, the great rear. 

That would be the real disaster. 

“Don’t worry, Mr Lin, I understand how to handle it.” Ma Bangde responded with anxiousness. 

“Well, take care of your own safety.” 

Lin Mo instructed with a worried face. 

How strong was a Half-step Patriarch’s resistance to this disease. 

He couldn’t be sure at the moment. 

It was just that the only thing Lin Mo could be sure of today was that he was currently uninfected. 

This was also the reason why he had arranged for the horse gang’s to go to the front line. 

And the reason why he himself went to the rear. 

The situation was already so serious, so there must not be any more mistakes. 

After the conversation, the two men split up. 

The first time, Ma Bangde called for a few of the power lords at the front. 

After a quick and brief explanation of what had happened. 



In a moment, several of the power lords, too, became alarmed. 

Between two and two, they subconsciously pulled away from each other. 

“You guys just save your breath!” 

“The entire front line is now filled with this kind of contagious disease.” 

“You wouldn’t be able to hide from it if you wanted to.” 

It wasn’t that the horses were alarmist. 

No one knows how many people are infected on the entire front line. 

The only reaction to this contagion is a violent coughing fit. 

There are no symptoms in the first stage. 

And the scariest thing is that it is airborne. 

In the moment when a few people had just met, those who should have been infected had already been 

infected long ago. 
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Hearing Ma Bangde’s words, the Potentate’s face instantly changed and unease was written in his eyes. 

“Old Ma, Mr. Lin is so skilled in medicine, he should have a solution, right?” 

“Yes, yes. Old Ma what does Mr. Lin say over there?” 

Faced with this deadly contagious disease, several of the power lords all looked panicked. 

Ma Bangde frowned and took a deep breath. 

“Mr. Lin’s side still has a clue now.” 

“It will just take another day or two until the finished product comes out.” 

“Until then again, you need to control the expanding momentum of this disease, especially those under 

your own hands.” 

“Everyone, including yourselves, is quarantined and any movement is forbidden!” 

“Understood?” 

“Understood!” 

After several of the power lords agreed, they all turned their heads and began to rush to their own 

power garrisons. 

The only exception was the White Graveyard’s Ghostly Old Man. 

After hearing this news, his face clearly turned ugly. 



“The Five Poison Sect, to be so heartless!” 

After cursing in his heart, he then unhurriedly walked towards the distance. 

Wait until everyone had left. 

Ma Bangde immediately returned to the Blade Sect’s base again. 

Speaking of those who were currently symptom-free, the swordsmen took them with them one after 

another. 

“From now on! You are necessary to keep this pa*sage under guard.” 

“No one may pa*s through as long as they are coming from the front!” 

“But anyone who trespa*ses, no matter who he is, will be given straight to the slaughter, and I, 

Mabundle, will bear the consequences.” 

The stern tone carried an unquestionable posture. 

The tens of thousands of swordsmen raised their swords in response, “Yes, Sect Leader!” 

Ma Bangde’s thoughts were the same as Lin Mo’s. 

No one from the front line could enter the rear no matter what. 

Otherwise the situation would get completely out of hand. 

“Also, if any of you show symptoms of coughing and shivering.” 

“Please return to your base on your own and do not touch anyone.” 

“Remember that once such a person stays, it is his own brothers who will be harmed.” 

It was too late to explain. 

With his instructions, Ma Bond returned to the front line once more to check on the isolation of the 

various forces. 

With the various force masters giving orders to quarantine and forbid travel. 

The people at the bottom were also baffled. 

Under the gloomy atmosphere, many people began to talk. 

“What the hell is going on here? How come the brothers are not allowed to go out anymore?” 

“I heard that it seems that on our front line, there is a plague.” 

“Quite a few people have been infected yet!” 

Hearing this news, many people had already started to become frightened and uneasy. 

The eyes that looked at their companions around them also began to appear to come to the surface 

with a wary look. 



…… 

On the other hand. 

Before Lin Mo returned to the back, he once again checked his body on his own. 

After confirming again and again that he did not carry any infectious bacteria, he then found Director 

Qiu. 

“Old Qiu, the situation is not good!” 

Originally, he had intended to let Director Qiu close down and cultivate. 

He would strive to be able to break through to the Patriarch before the Sea Wolf King’s big wedding. 

Only at the moment, Director Qiu was the only power master at the back. 

The quarantine work within the town still needed him to step in. 

After Lin Mo had quickly recapped what had happened. 

Director Qiu’s eyebrows instantly knitted together. 

He had never imagined that the Lawrence family could be so desperate as to go to this extent. 

This was a completely extinct family’s tactics. 

It was just that this was not the time to condemn them. 

Director Qiu suppressed his anger and hurriedly asked. 

“Mr. Lin, what do I need to do now?” 

Lin Mo said, “I’ve already left the front line to Ma Bangde to handle.” 

“You still need to arrange for the quarantine work at the back of this!” 

“During this time, all residents are forbidden from all outside.” 

Hearing this, Director Qiu instantly blushed. 

He simply did not have many people on hand to deploy. 
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“Mr. Lin, most of the people in my martial division have been arranged to go to the front line.” 

Director Qiu said with difficulty. 

Lin Mo’s brow instantly furrowed when he heard this news. 

It had happened so suddenly he hadn’t considered this. 

In order to deal with this great war. 



The major powers had placed almost all of the people under their hands on the front line. 

The little bit of people left at the back of this was simply not enough. 

Lin Mo jerked his head up. 

The three districts were home to ten major powers, while their joint organisation only included nine 

major powers. 

“Old Qiu I’ve thought of a way, wait for my news first.” 

As soon as the words landed, his figure disappeared directly in front of Director Qiu. 

With all his might, he hurried on. 

In less than five minutes Lin Mo arrived at the Sea Wolf King’s power base, the Sea Wolf Hall. 

“Who is it?” 

“The Sea Wolf Hall prohibits outsiders from entering!” 

Faced with the guards’ and rebuke, Lin Mo merely looked up at the other party. 

The dozens of imposing guards in front of him then directly fell to the ground, foaming at the mouth. 

Other members of the Seawolf Hall also noticed the abnormality in this place at the same time. 

“Someone has come to the Seawolf Hall to cause trouble.” 

A loud and clear voice accompanied the sound. 

Immediately, the sound of dense footsteps came from all around. 

In a short while, thousands of Seawolf Hall members surrounded Lin Mo in a group. 

“That ungrateful b*****d, to come and cause trouble in our Sea Wolf Hall.” 

With a contemptuous caustic voice came a scornful rebuke. 

The dense crowd instantly made way for an opening. 

The person who came was none other than the second-in-command of the Sea Wolf Hall, Zhang Meng. 

Ever since the Sea Wolf King had retired from the scene, he had been in charge of all the matters of the 

Sea Wolf Hall, large and small. 

When he heard that someone had come to cause trouble, he immediately rushed over. 

He intended to show off his kingly spirit in front of his men. 

After pa*sing through the crowd, he finally saw the person who was causing trouble as described by his 

men. 

However, when he saw Lin Mo’s face, his expression froze violently. 

Seemingly thinking that he had misread it, he even rubbed his eyes with a face full of surprise. 



“Alright, stop rubbing!” 

Lin Mo smiled coldly. 

“How come you don’t recognize me after not seeing me for just a few days.” 

Hearing this familiar voice. 

Zhang Meng also confirmed Lin Mo’s identity. 

It wasn’t a mistake! 

For a moment, he only felt his feet go weak, and if it wasn’t for the quick eyes and hands of the men 

beside him. 

At this moment, he would have been spread out on the ground. 

Why had this fierce star suddenly come. 

He had seen Lin Mo several times before when he was following the Sea Wolf King. 

Only every time, the Sea Wolf King had been suppressed to death by this terrifying young man. 

Such a person. 

Even the Sea Wolf King was terrified. 

How could he, Zhang Mang, dare to easily provoke it. 

“Mr. Lin …… Lin Mo.” 

“Is there something important that you have come to our Sea Wolf Hall?” 

Lin Mo raised an eyebrow. 

“Alright, we have time to jabber with you here!” 

“Tell your Sea Wolf King to come out and meet me at once!” 

“Just tell him that I, Lin Mo, have an important matter for him!” 

Hearing this, Zhang Mang’s face suddenly changed and he hurriedly shook his head. 

“Hall Master, I don’t know where it is now.” 

“Why don’t you wait a little longer, Mr. Lin Mo, once we have news of the Hall Master, I will inform you 

at the first opportunity.” 

Thinking about how the Sea Wolf King had previously instructed him to never let see Lin Mo find him. 

However. 

Lin Mo didn’t have time to kick the can down the road with the other party here. 

With a sway of his figure, he came directly in front of the other party. 



At the same time, the blade of his sword was already on the neck of this Sect Leader. 

“I’ll ask you one more time!” 

“I want to see the Sea Wolf King, can you convey that.” 

After saying that, the sword blade pressed down. 

Zhang Meng only felt a pain at the neck area. 

Immediately afterwards, a smell of blood rushed straight to his nostrils. 

Under the crisis of life and death, he still dared to talk tough. 

Immediately, he agreed and said. 

“Yes, yes, yes!” 

“I’ll convey it for Mr. Lin Mo right away!” 
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Zhang Meng left a short while later. 

In the distance, a figure rushed over with a fart. 

“Brother Lin, your men don’t know what they’re doing!” 

After the Sea Wolf King’s doppelganger arrived, he was greeted with a lick. 

“These people are new here and don’t know your great name.” 

“I will teach them a good lesson later.” 

With that he turned towards the surrounding men and lifted his foot to deliver a flying kick. 

“Lin Mo is my brother, let your hood shine a little brighter in future, don’t be rude.” 

If it was in normal times, Lin Mo would still be in the mood, watching him perform. 

But right now, things were urgent, so he didn’t have time to watch him act. 

“Come on, don’t be pretentious!” 

“I can let the matter of you standing me up last time go.” 

“But this time, I need a favour from your people at the Sea Wolf Temple!” 

-They are in a tight spot right now. 

It was just the right time to use this Sea Wolf Hall. 

Once the Sea Wolf King heard this, he naturally nodded his head in succession. 

“Brother Lin, speak as soon as you can.” 



“Not to mention one, even if it was a hundred, we would be willing to do it.” 

For this ruthless man who had even killed the Three and Five Sect Masters of the Seven Deadly Sins. 

The Sea Wolf King was feared from his bones. 

Lin Mo was too lazy to listen to his nonsense and spoke directly. 

“Right now, there is a major event that requires a large number of men.” 

“Haven’t your Sea Wolf Hall’s men been empty all along?” 

“From now on, all of your people, listen to Director Qiu’s command, any comments?” 

The Sea Wolf Temple had over 200,000 people at full count. 

It was almost enough to use. 

“That’s naturally no problem at all!” 

The Sea Wolf King immediately agreed. 

“Zhang Mang, you have heard it all, from now on, our Sea Wolf Hall will be under the management of 

Director Qiu.” 

“If anyone doesn’t cooperate, or deliberately stumbles in secret, you’ll deal with him directly.” 

Hearing this, Lin Mo was then satisfied and patted the Sea Wolf King’s shoulder. 

“You’re on the right track!” 

“I won’t pursue the previous matter.” 

“You should make a good handover as soon as possible, I don’t wish to see any disclosure in the matter 

at hand.” 

“Otherwise, I will personally go to Hyde Hot Springs to meet you for tea!” 

Hearing the name of the place. 

The Sea Wolf King’s body shivered uncontrollably. 

Hyde Hot Springs wasn’t a remarkable place to begin with. 

However, this place was indeed where his doppelganger and Lan Dieyi were hiding. 

This was also the point where he feared Lin Mo the most. 

It seemed that no matter where he hid, he could not escape Lin Mo’s eyes. 

Thinking of this, a look of fear was already written all over the Sea Wolf King’s gaze. 

This young man was simply too terrifying. 

“What are you still standing there for?” 



“All of the management, get your a*ses out of here and report to Director Qiu.” 

“Whoever is a step behind, I’ll rip his head off straight away.” 

After the angry roar. 

The people in the room did not dare to delay. 

In groups of three or five, they rolled and crawled towards the direction of the Martial Division. 

Only after the in-situ Sea Wolf King finished making the arrangements did he smile and ingratiate 

himself with this Lin Mo. 

“Brother Lin Mo, what you have arranged, I will definitely arrange for you in a stable manner.” 

“As long as you need it, just talk to me.” 

Lin Mo was full of disgust and waved his hand. 

“Such useless words, you’d better keep them to yourself.” 

After saying that, Lin Mo turned around and prepared to leave. 

“Oh, right, there is one more thing that I forgot to tell you.” 

“Your Second Sect Master Ji Dutuo has already arrived on the island, so you should take care of 

yourself!” 

After saying that he leapt and disappeared from here. 

In situ, the Sea Wolf King was directly stunned. 

Frozen in place, he could not stop his feet from swaying. 

Of all the Seven Deadly Sins, the one he feared most was Ji Dutuo, the smiling tiger. 

This man was not only unparalleled in his wisdom and strength, but also unfathomable. 

His methods were even more poisonous. 

Beneath his smiling face, he was a terrifying demon. 

Once you fall into the hands of such a person, it will be a fate worse than death …… 

 


